Partial least squares (PLS) and linear regression methods have been widely utilized for qualityrelated fault detection in industrial processes recently. Since these traditional approaches assume that process variables follow Gaussian distribution approximately, their effectiveness will be challenged when facing non-Gaussian processes. To deal with this difficulty, a new quality relevant process monitoring approach based on improved independent component regression (IICR) is presented in this article. Taking high-order statistical information into account, ICA is performed onto process data to produce independent components (ICs). In order to remove irrelevant variation orthogonal to quality variable and keep as much quality-related fault information as possible, a new quality-related independent components selection method is applied to these ICs. Then the regression relationship between filtered ICs and the product quality is built. QR decomposition for regression coefficient matrix is able to give out quality-related and quality-unrelated projectors. After the measured variable matrix is divided into quality relevant and quality irrelevant parts, novel monitoring indices are designed for fault detection. finally, applications to two simulation cases testify the effectiveness of our proposed quality-related fault detection method for non-Gaussian processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quality relevant process monitoring has attracted a lot of attention recently. Instead of focusing on the whole process operation status, including the running state of actuators, controllers and sensors, quality-related process monitoring only considering the quality of products [1] . Thanks to the rapid development of automation technology and computers, a large number of process variables can be measured and the corresponding data can be stored, which makes it proper to use data-driven methods for fault detection [2] , [3] . When it comes to quality-related process monitoring, partial least squares (PLS) and some regression approaches are popular for the reason that a multivariate statistical model considering of the relationship between measured variables and product quality needs to be constructed.
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The basic PLS has been studied in detail by Li et al. [4] when it is used for monitoring quality-relevant linear static processes. To overcome drawbacks of standard PLS, Zhou et al. [5] introduced total projection to latent structure (T-PLS), Qin and Zheng [6] proposed concurrent projection to latent structures (C-PLS) and Yin et al put forward improved PLS [7] and modified PLS [8] , [9] . However, the above methods presume that the industrial process is linear and static while data distribution of process variables is Gaussian. These assumptions can be easily broken in reality. Therefore, Li et al. [10] and Kong et al. [11] developed dynamic T-PLS approach to form quality relevant data-driven modeling method for multivariate dynamic process monitoring. When it comes to nonlinear problem, Sheng et al. [12] presented a novel method named concurrent kernel PLS (CKPLS), Yin et al. [13] and Zhou et al. [14] combined locally weighted projection regression (LWPR) with improved PLS to model nonlinear process and design monitoring statistics. Besides PLS type approaches, linear regression methods have also been utilized. Principal component regression (PCR) is firstly used by Ding et al. [15] to find quality related part and quality unrelated part. Subsequently, Hao et al. [16] redesigned fault detection index and extend it to fault diagnosis under PCR based monitoring scheme. Then Sun and Hou [17] and Wang and Jiao [18] developed an improved PCR, TPCR for quality related/unrelated processes. Tao et al. [19] developed Parallel quality-related dynamic PCR method for chemical process monitoring. Wang et al. [20] proposed quality-related fault detection method using linear and nonlinear principal component regression to solve linear and nonlinear problems in a uniform algorithm structure. Similarly, least squares (LS) regression and its variants are also developed to deal with quality relevant process monitoring. Jiao et al. [21] utilized the structure of auto-regressive moving average exogenous (ARMAX) time-series model to construct a new dynamic LS method. For nonlinear processes, a novel nonlinear quality relevant fault detection method is developed based on kernel least squares by Wang and Jiao [22] . Jiang and Yan [23] developed kernel projection to latent structure model for non-linear processes. Zhao et al. [24] divided quality related variables to weakly & strongly quality related and then based on Kernel Least Square carry out the process monitoring. For plant-wide process Huang and Yan [25] developed relevant and independent multi-block approach based on KPCA and SVDD, Tao et al. [26] demonstrated distributed supervised fault detection and diagnosis for Non-Gaussian process. Qualityrelated fault detection is a research hotspot of process monitoring in recent years, especially non-Gaussian, nonlinear and various complicated processes [27] , [28] .
In addition, in order to remove large variation of input data irrelevant to output, Wang and Yin employed orthogonal signal correction (OSC) [8] and orthogonal projections to latent structures (OPLS) [29] as preprocessing tools. After the variation part which is orthogonal to Y from X is eliminated, false alarm rates of quality-irrelevant faults are reduced evidently when fault amplitude increases.
However, all of the above research works do not take non-Gaussian problem into consideration. If process variables obey non-Gaussian data distribution, the monitoring statistics in PLS and linear regression methods will miss the higher-order statistical information. In addition, when using orthogonal signal correction and orthogonal projections to latent structures as preprocessing tools, the variation which is orthogonal to output Y is removed from input space X. This part of X has no value for quality-related fault detection but it contains useful fault information for quality-unrelated monitoring. Abandoning this undesired systematic variation will increase miss alarm rates of quality-unrelated faults.
As is well known, independent component analysis (ICA) is a powerful and effective tool for non-Gaussian process monitoring [30] . But ICA cannot be directly used for quality related fault detection because there is no relationship between measurement variables and product quality during modeling process. Therefore, independent component regression (ICR) is utilized in this paper to develop a new fault detection approach for quality-relevant non-Gaussian process monitoring. In order to remove useless part orthogonal to output Y and keep quality-related fault information as much as possible, orthogonal signal correction (OSC) filtering method is used after ICA. First of all, independent component analysis algorithm is carried out on measured process variables to produce independent components (ICs). Both principal components (PCs) and ICs are latent variables (LVs). But in contrast to PCs and LVs in PLS, ICs are presumed to be non-Gaussian and mutually independent, which makes them superior for non-Gaussian situation. Given the extracted ICs, OSC is applied to them, and then the regression relationship between corrected ICs and quality variables can be obtained through least square (LS) regression modeling approach. Subsequently, QR decomposition is used on the regression coefficient matrix to generate quality-related projection and quality-unrelated projection. As a result, measurement variables should be projected onto these two projectors to build quality-related space and quality-unrelated space. At last, new fault detection indices can be constructed in both spaces for quality relevant process monitoring and quality irrelevant fault detection respectively. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed monitoring policy, a numerical example and the Tennessee Eastman (TE) benchmark process are employed.
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as the followings. The basic introduction to independent component analysis algorithm is demonstrated in section II. The new quality-related for non-Gaussian process monitoring method based on improved independent component regression (IICR) is developed step by step in section III. The fourth part utilizes a numerical simulation and the TE process to test the fault detection ability of our proposed approach. In the end, conclusions of this work are given in section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. INDEPENDENT COPONENT ANALYSIS
ICA was proposed as a potential statistical method for blind source separation in the first place [31] . Because it is able to extract ICs from the measured mixed signals, this technique has been widely applied in several fields including process monitoring. Given the measured process variable matrix X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ] ∈ R m×n , it can be denoted by a linear combination of d unknown ICs as the following form:
where A ∈ R m×d represents the mixing matrix and S ∈ R d×n is exactly the independent component (IC) matrix. e is the residual matrix. The aim of ICA is to find a proper matrix W ∈ R d×m so that the estimated components are as independent of each other as possible. The equation can be presented as follows:
For simplicity, we assume that d = m and ICs have a unit variance E(SS T ) = I. In order to remove the cross correlation between random variables a whitening step is involved. Such transformations can be achieved by a traditionally PCA. The whitening transformation Z can be expressed as:
where Q = −1/2 U T is the whitening matrix, and U (orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors) and
(the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues) are constructed from the eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix E(XX T ) = U U T . Then we can get:
where B = QA is an orthogonal matrix, given E(ZZ T ) = BE(SS T )B T = BB T = I. Thereby, S can be estimated from the above function (Eq.4) as follows:
From (2) and (5) the relationship between W and B can be expressed as
In order to compute B, first, randomly initialize each column vector b i , and then update iteratively. After that, the i th independent component s i = (b i ) T z has a maximum non-Gaussianity. The statistically independent of elementŝ s can be reflected by their non-Gaussianity. A common measure of non-Gaussianity is Negentropy, that is based on information theoretic quantity of differential entropy. An approximation of the Negentropy has been proposed by Hyvärinen and Oja [30] , as follows:
where y is supposed to be of zero mean and unit variance, v is the Gaussian variable of zero mean and unit variance, and G is any non-quadratic function. These approximations are more precise and reliable as compared to Cumulant based approximations. We can obtain a good approximation of negentropy by selecting G approximately. Hyvärinen and Oja [30] introduced three functions for G:
where 1 ≤ a 1 ≤ 2 and a 2 ≈ 1 are some suitable constants. Among these three functions, G 1 is selected to be used in this article, as it is a good general-purpose contrast function, where G 2 and G 3 are more suitable for supper-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian components, respectively. A detailed description of the nonquadratic function can be found in Ref. [30] . Hyvarinen and Oja [30] proposed an effective simple fixedpoint algorithm for ICA based on the approximate form for the Negentropy, the proposed algorithm is termed as Fast-ICA.
III. IMPROVED ICR FOR QUALITY RELEVANT FAULT DETECTION
The proposed IICR is described in detail, which includes OSC-based independent components filtering, ICR monitoring scheme, and quality variables prediction and monitoring.
A. INDEPENDENT COMPONENTS FILTERING BASED ON OSC
The ICs filtering is after performing ICA on the input variable matrix X, by applying OSC to the extracted ICs for removing the quality irrelevant independent components, namely the systematic variation orthogonal to output Y .
Suppose the originally extracted independent components are presented as S orig = [s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m ] ∈ R m×n , where S orig contains quality related ICs and quality unrelated ICs, then, we apply OSC to these ICs, the implementation procedure should be carried out as following steps:
Step 1: center and scale ICs matrix S orig and output matrix Y .
Step 2: calculate the score vector and denote it by t.
Step 3: make t orthogonal to
Step 4: compute a weight vector w by a PLS estimation, letting w satisfy S orig w = t new .
Step 5: compute a new score vector t from S orig and w through t = S orig w.
Step 6: check for convergence: if t − t old / t < 10 −10 continue to step 7, else return to step 3.
Step 7: compute a loading vector p through p = S T orig t/t T t.
Step 8: remove the orthogonal part from S orig to get the residual part S new = S orig − tp T .
Step 9: for more OSC components, set S orig = S new and repeat step 2 to step 8 until satisfaction.
Step 10: correct online matrix S on using W = [w 1 , . . . , w noc ] and P = [p 1 , . . . , p noc ] through S new = S on − S on W (P T W ) 1 P T , where noc is the number of OSC components.
B. IICR BASED MONITORING FOR NON-GAUSSIAN PROCESSES
The objective of quality-related fault detection is to take care of product quality and leave out the rest. This means that quality-related monitoring index is supposed to trigger the alarm only when quality of products is out of normalcy. Disturbances which only affect some measured process variables but not quality variables should not cause any change of quality relevant fault detection index. Therefore, the measurement variable set is not appropriate for direct offline modeling. The matrix X needs to be divided into two parts: quality-related space and quality-unrelated space, which can be formulated as [32] :
whereX denotes the variables that are related to quality matrix Y andX stays in the opposite situation.
Given the product quality variable matrix Y = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y q ] ∈ R q×n , the calculation equation of regression coefficient matrix can be expressed as:
The predicted value of quality variables should be computed as:Ŷ = CS = CWX (13) where S is filtered through OSC based filtering method (S new ). In order to separate the two parts, QR decomposition is implemented on regression coefficient matrix C ∈ R q×d as following equations:
where r ∈ R q×q is the upper triangle section and Q ∈ R d×d denotes the corresponding orthogonal vector matrix. As the consequence,Q matrix is supposed to be used to calculate quality relevant space projectorQQ T whileQ should be employed to construct unrelated space projectorQQ T . It is easy to find:QQ
Given the above statements, quality relevant space has one part, namelyQS. Therefore, the novel quality-related statistic I 2 q should be developed as:
And the quality unrelated space is supposed to own two sections:QS and the residual part e. As a result, the new statistics for quality irrelevant but process related fault monitoring can be constructed as followings:
where e = X −X, andX = AWX. Subsequently, the confidence limits for these fault detection statistics could be calculated through kernel density estimation (KDE) technique.
When a monitored sample vector x ∈ R m×1 comes, it's corresponding all fault detection indices can be stated as follows:
In the end, the monitoring decision logic should be: I 2 q ≤ the threshold and I 2 n ≤ the threshold and SPE ≤ the threshold the → fault free. I 2 q > the threshold → quality related fault, even if I 2 n or SPE > threshold. I 2 q ≤ the threshold, I 2 n or SPE > the threshold → quality unrelated fault.
IV. APPLICATIONS
In this part, our proposed method will be tested through a numerical simulation and the TE benchmark process by the comparison with PCR based quality relevant process monitoring approach and PLS quality related process monitoring approach. The performance evaluation indices [5] are fault detection rates (FDRs) and false alarm rates (FARs). As [5] says, an effective alarm should be the detection of a faulty sample related to product quality Y while a false alarm is supposed to be the detection of a faulty sample unrelated to product quality Y . Therefore, the calculating equations of FDR and FAR are presented as follows:
where N fs means the total number of faulty samples, N d is the number of effective alarms and N a denotes the number of false alarms. These two performance evaluation indices need to be used in this way: for quality-relevant faults, FDR of quality-related statistic I 2 q should be high but there is no requirement in quality-unrelated statistics. However, for quality irrelevant faults, FAR of I 2 q needs to be low while FDR of I 2 n and SPE are supposed to be high.
A. A NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The synthetic numerical example developed in [5] is modified a little in our work, serving as a testing simulation. This input-output system without feedback can be described as the following equations.
In order to let x obeys non-Gaussian data distribution, z is set to follow uniform distribution. The noises have normal distribution with zero mean and different variances. It should be noted that the design of matrix C makes sure that the fifth element x 5 of matrix x = [x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 ] has no relationship with output y.
Given this simulation process, a total of 200 normal samples are generated to train the model for all methods. Then, faulty data set is produced. Since x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 have influence on output variables, a step fault with magnitude of 3 is introduced to all of them. In faulty data set, the first 100 samples are from normal operating state and the last 100 samples are with fault. For fair comparison, the number of latent variables for three approaches is selected as 3. Because quality variables are affected in this circumstance, quality-related monitoring statistics should be used for fault detection. They are T 2 re of PCR based method, I 2 q in IICR based approach and T 2 for PLS. The confidence level is 99% when computing the limit of each index. Their process monitoring performances are demonstrated in Figure 1 (a, c, e ). It is obvious that our developed fault detection index is better than that of PCR method and PLS. I 2 q Successfully finds all faulty data while the fault detection rate (FDR) of PCR is just 60% and 67% for PLS. Non-Gaussian process brings trouble to conventional quality relevant monitoring approaches. Using IICR to cope with this problem is an effective choice. The Qualityunrelated monitoring statistics of PCR, PLS and IICR are T 2 un , SPE and I 2 n , respectively, they are shown in Figure 1(b, d, f) , we can also see the advantage of our method that I 2 n does not alarm in most quality related faults.
To demonstrate the benefit of OSC based quality related independent components filtering method,and that is actually what we focus on in this article, another faulty data set is generated. Since x 5 has no influence on output variables, a step fault with magnitude of 3 is introduced to it. In faulty data set, the first 100 samples are from normal operating state and the last 100 samples are with fault. The monitoring results of PCR, PLS and IICRare displayed in Figure 2 . The fault detection results of T 2 re , T 2 and I 2 q are shown in Figure (a, c, e ). In this fault, T 2 re , T 2 and I 2 q should not be trigged because they are quality-related fault detection indices. This fault happens due to the abnormal change of x 5 which has no relationship with output Y . However, it can be seen from Figure 2 (a) that T 2 re of PCR often exceeds the threshold after 101 st sample, and Figure 2 (c)T 2 of PLS does alarm. As a contrast, I 2 q is always below the threshold in Figure 2 (e). That is because OSC-based filtering technique eliminates orthogonal part to output variables. Using OSC can reduce false alarm rates of quality relevant monitoring statistic remarkably. Meanwhile, the quality unrelated monitoring statistic of our method has a high FDR of quality unrelated fault as shown in Figure 2 (f).
B. THE TENNESSEE EASTMATION PROCESS SIMULATION
The Tennessee Eastman (TE) benchmark process was a simulation industrial process constructed by the Eastman Chemical Company for evaluating process control and monitoring approaches [33] , [34] . A total of five main units exist in this process simulator. They are reactor, compressor, stripper, separator and condenser. The input reactants are five kinds of components, including A, B, C, D, E. And the output products are G and H. The code for TE simulation process under closed-loop control can be downloaded from the website http://brahms.scs.uiuc.edu. All fifty-three process variables of this industrial process are divided into two parts: twelve manipulated variables and forty-one measured variables. In our experiment, the product quality variables are XMEAS 35 and 36, namely the measurement values of product component G and H. Process variable X matrix contains two sections: eleven manipulated variables (XMV 1-11) and twenty-two measured variables (XMEAS . These input variables are described in Table 1 . Sampling interval for measurement is 3 min. Then, fifteen data sets are produced using Simulink codes. One data set is generated under normal operation and the other data sets correspond to fourteen different kinds of faults. The types of these known faults are displayed in Table 2 .
Each set has 960 samples. In faulty data set, fault happens from the 161th sample to the end whatever the type is. Samples collected from normal operating condition are used to build PCR, PLS and IICR models. They are centered to zero mean and scaled to unit variance. In order to achieve fair competition, the number of PCs and ICs is selected as the same, sixteen. After the computation of all fault detection indices is done, confidence level is decided as 99% when calculating the threshold of every monitoring statistic. At last, fourteen faulty data sets are utilized for process monitoring. According to reference [5] and [10] , there are nine quality relevant faults (IDV 1, 2, 5-8, 10, 12, 13). Fault detection rates (FDRs) of T 2 re , T 2 and I 2 q for these 9 quality-related faults are shown in Table 3 . As Table 3 points out, our proposed quality relevant monitoring statistic based on IICR has better performance than both PCR and PLS fault detection indices in every test situation. There is an evident improvement on fault detection rate (FDR) for fault No.1, 2, 5, and 10. For example, the measured values of product G and H are far from normal after the fault takes place in fault IDV 2 condition. I 2 q is able to detect most faulty samples relating to quality variable but T 2 re and T 2 miss many of them, that is because In fault 2, there are many process variables do not show significant changes and fluctuations after the fault occurs (such as variables 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 12, 14. .. etc.). Thus, when the model is built, fault information is masked, so the fault cannot be detected effectively by T 2 re and T 2 . The monitoring results can be found in Figure 3 (a, c, e ). For quality unrelated monitoring statistics, it can be seen when quality-related fault occurs it may affect the quality unrelated fault indicators. From Figure 3 (f, g) SPE didn't alarm but I 2 n did. However, qualityunrelated monitoring statistics are not our main focus in this work. Fault IDV 10 is in a similar circumstance. In this fault we found that the FDR of three methods are not very high, but we also found that our method is the best one, that means IICR is the most appropriate monitoring method for non-Gaussian processes, Figure 4 (a, c, e) reveals the difference of process monitoring results. figure 4 (f) shows that I 2 n didn't alarm. According to Zhou et al. [5] and Wang et al. [8] , there are five quality irrelevant faults ( IDV 3, 4, 9, 11, 15) . False alarm rates (FARs) of I 2 q for 5 quality-unrelated faults are shown in Table 4 , while fault detection rates (FDRs) of I 2 n and SPE in these five fault conditions are displayed in Table 5 .
According to Table 4 , IICR approach achieves satisfactory performance in this section. Quality relevant monitoring index stays silent when quality unrelated faults occur. Barely no false alarm exists in all tests. It is for the reason that fault information is extracted into quality irrelevant space and OSC based filtering removes some of it. Thus, quality unrelated monitoring statistics have high fault detection rates in these circumstances. Take fault No. 4 as the instance, monitoring results are exhibited individually in Figure 5 .
According to Figure 5 (a, c, e) PCR and IICR achieve satisfactory performance in this fault, quality related monitoring index didn't alarm, T 2 of PLS was given alarm. However, the advantage of IICR here is not only quality related monitoring index stays silent, but also both quality unrelated monitoring indices (I 2 n , SPE) have a high FDRs as shown in Figure 5 (f, g) . 
V. CONCLUSION
In this article, a new quality-related fault detection method based on improved independent component regression is proposed for non-Gaussian processes. ICA is used here to replace PLS and PCA for overcoming their drawbacks. Taking highorder statistic information into consideration is the right way to deal with non-Gaussian problem. OSC based filtering method is employed to remove irrelevant part from extracted independent components. After the regression model is built, novel monitoring statistics are constructed respectively in quality-related and quality-unrelated spaces for fault detection. Application results show the effectiveness of our proposed monitoring scheme.
However, some issues can be the future work. For example, how to wisely determine the number of ICs. In addition, ICA always gives different results because of random initialization. These problems will be paid attention to in our subsequent research.
